
 The Power of Habit

 Why we do what we do 
 and how to change

 APPENDIX

 THE HABITS OF SUCCESSFUL 
 ORGANISATIONS

 KEYSTONE HABITS, BALLAD OF PAUL O'
 NEILL -(WHICH HABIT MATTERS MOST)

 Alcoa

 New leadership change

 First debut - talked about worker safety

 "If we bring injury rates down, it will be because of individuals at this 
 company has agreed to become part of something important"

 Devotion to creating a habit of excellence

 Numerous workers are badly injured 
 that they miss a day of work

 Intend to make Alcoa the safest 
 company in America - zero injuries

 Safety will be an indicator that we are making progress 
 in changing our habit across the entire institution

 Attack one habit, watch the changes 
 ripple through the organisation

 Cannot change people  That's not how the brain works

 Start by disrupting the 
 habits around one thing

 Chain reaction - move through organisation

 Keystone habits

 Influence how people do things - starts a 
 process that, over time, transforms everything

 Identifying a few key priorities and 
 fashioning them into powerful levers

 The most important habits, are those when they 
 start to shift, dislodge, remake other patterns

 Paul O'Neill

 Individuals have habits, 
 groups have routines

 Ceding decision making process that 
 occurred without actually thinking

 Good organisational habits can lead to 
 success, when change is in the air

 The best agencies understood the 
 importance of routines

 Worst ones were headed by people who never thought 
 about it, then wondered why no one followed their orders

 Top priority - universal focal point that 
 everyone could work together

 Leverage to change how people 
 worked and communicated

 Starts from the very basics  Everyone deserves to leave 
 work as safely as their arrive

 I'm ready to negotiate with you anything. One thing 
 I'm never going to negotiate with you, that's safety.

 Safety habits overspill

 Workers education on quality control

 Efficient work processes, safe working practices

 Built upon habit loop

 Cue: employee injury

 Routine: file report and present plan to 
 ensure that injury never happened again

 Reward: Promotions for those 
 who embraced the system

 Constant communications required, keep a 
 list of suggestions nearby for plans

 Idea box already full of possibilities

 Each units rebuilt their communication 
 systems from the old rigid hierachy

 Building new corporate habits

 Passively increased in company's profits
 Cost came down, quality went up

 Productivity skyrocketed

 Keystone habits spill over

 Exercise on daily routines  Started changing other unrelated 
 patterns in their lives, unknowingly

 Smoke less, more patience

 Spend less, less stressed

 Subtopic 3

 Identifying keystone - "small wins"

 Habits that have "small wins" to help other 
 habits flourish by creating new structures

 Establish new cultures where 
 change becomes contagious

 Crossing the gap between 
 understanding those 
 principles and using them 
 requires a bit of ingenuity

 Michael Phelps

 Bob Bowman (coach)

 Key to victory was creating 
 the right routines

 Targeted few specific habits

 Designed a series of behaviours

 Nothing to do with swimming

 Everything to do with right mindset

 Help Phelps become calm and focused

 Find tiny advantages that 
 would make all the difference

 Mental visualisation "videotape"

 Regular imagination of what would 
 happened in the pools

 "Put in the videotape"

 All other routines fall perfectly once 
 the core habits were well-positioned

 "Small wins" make keystone 
 habits so powerful and effective

 Small wins

 Steady application of a small advantage

 Forces are set in motion that 
 favour another small win

 Scattered, miniature experiments

 Test implicit theories about 
 resistance and opportunities

 Uncover both resources and barriers 
 that were previously invisible

 Build moments of success and 
 build them into mental triggers

 During competition

 Not thinking about anything

 More accurately, his habits have taken over

 Just following the program

 When the race arrives, he's more than 
 halfway through his plan of victory

 Winning is a natural extension

 "It felt like I imagined it would"

 It was one additional victory in a lifetime 
 full of small wins

 Worker killed instantly in Alcoa

 "We killed this man"  It is a failure of leadership, and all of 
 the people in the chain of command

 New enhanced safety rules were quickly 
 put in place after the tragic event

 Newfound vigilance resulted in short-term 
 noticeable decline in the injury rate  Small win

 We shouldn't be celebrating because we've 
 followed the rules, or brought down a number.

 We should celebrate because we are saving lives

 Snowballing effect into changes that were 
 unrelated to safety - new transformation

 Climate which encourages communication

 New ideas started bubbling up

 Young O'Neill

 Infant mortality rate

 Connecting back the dots from behind

 Premature deaths

 Malnourishment during pregnancy

 Improve diets before pregnant

 Education on nutrition before 
 they became sexually active

 Poor teacher training - root 
 cause of high infant mortality

 Chain reactions that trickled down 
 improving other unrelated problems

 Lose weight programs

 Radical change in diets or hitting the gyms 
 often results in low effectiveness

 Request people to concentrate on writing 
 down everything they ate one day per week

 Keystone habit- food journaling

 Create a structure that helped 
 other habits to flourish

 Fire off valuable executive

 Did not obey / violate the safety culture

 Keystone habits have created a culture 
 where new values become ingrained

 Our values dictate

 Not sharing an opportunity 
 to learn is a cardinal sin

 Culture grow out of keystone 
 habits in every organisation

 Grit - tendency to work strenuously toward 
 challenges, maintaining effort and interest 
 over years despite failure, adversity, plateau

 Daily gathering of like-minded friends

 Find the strength to overcome obstacles

 STARBUCKS AND THE HABIT OF SUCCESS (
 WHEN WILLPOWER BECOME AUTOMATIC)

 Starbucks

 One of the nation's largest educators  intense focus on willpower

 Self-discipline people are outperformers

 Bigger effect on academic 
 performance than IQ itself does

 People will great self-control aren't 
 working hard - automatic, willpower 
 occurs without having them to think

 Teach employees to regulate their 
 emotions and marshal self-discipline

 Cookie & Marshmallow test

 Marshmallow experiment

 Self-regulatory skills gave them 
 advantages throughout their lives

 When kids learn habits for delaying 
 their cravings, those habits spill over 
 to other parts of life

 Cookie vs Raddish

 Willpower isn't a skill, but like musclepower

 It gets tired as it works harder, less 
 power is left to perform other things

 Similarly, willpower can 
 be trained like muscles

 Once willpower became 
 stronger, it touched everything

 People get better at regulating their 
 impulses - distracts themselves from 
 all kinds of temptations

 Signing up kids for music of 
 sports lessons are important

 Learn to force yourself to practice

 Develop self-regulatory strength

 We are not in the coffee business serving people

 We are in the people business serving coffee

 Self-discipline to organisation habits

 Hip or knee injury patients  Essential for patients to exercise to 
 promote healing - excruciating

 Patients who wrote down their plans, would 
 handle a specific moment of anticipated pain

 Detailed every obstacles that he may 
 confront, came up with solution ahead of time

 Plans were built around inflection points, where 
 pain (temptation to quit) will be strongest

 Designed willpower habits to help 
 themselves overcome the hurdles

 Starbucks on willpower

 Gym memberships & diet workshops failed

 Develop routine plans for partners

 Require institutional habits that made it 
 easier to muster self-discipline

 Manual to response to specific cues 
 when situation hits rough patches

 Imagine unpleasant situations

 Write out a plan for responding

 LATTE method

 Listen, acknowledge, take action, thank, explain

 Cue: angry customer

 Routine: LATTE

 Reward: happy customer

 Dozens of routines formed that taught the 
 employees to use during stressful situations

 What What Why system

 Connect, Discover, Response system

 Skills that helped baristas to identify customers - 
 who just want coffee/need a bit more coddling

 Willpower becomes a habit
 Choosing a certain behaviour ahead of time

 Following that routine at inflection points

 Howard Schultz - The man who built 
 Starbucks into colossus

 If you tell people that they have what it 
 takes to succeed, they'll prove you right

 Cookie research

 When people are asked to do something 
 that takes self-control

 Doing it for personal reasons

 It's a choice and enjoyable, less taxing

 If they feel like they have no autonomy  Following orders, willpower 
 muscles get tired much faster

 When people are treated like cogs, rather 
 than people, it took a lot more willpower

 Give employees a sense of agency

 A feeling that they are in control

 Genuine decision-making authority

 Improved self-discipline

 People want to be in control of their lives

 THE POWER OF A CRISIS - HOW LEADERS 
 CREATE HABITS THROUGH ACCIDENT & DESIGN

 Rhode Island Hospital

 Toxic patterns emerged when organisational 
 habits were not deliberately planned

 Destructive organisation habits are 
 products of thoughtlessness

 Leaders avoid thinking about culture, and 
 let it develop without guidance

 Right habits can merge if right 
 opportunities were seized correctly

 Firm's behaviour

 Reflection of general habits and strategic 
 orientations coming from the firm's past

 Often, no one made a solitary decision

 Dozens of habits, processes, 
 behaviours converged

 Routines provide the hundreds of unwritten 
 rules that companies need to operate

 Organization memory

 Reduce uncertainity

 Routines create truce  Allow work to get done

 Follow the established patterns 
 and abide by the truce

 Follow largely predictable paths

 Stays within predictable boudaries

 Usual amount of works get done

 Reprimands and compliments are 
 delivered with the usual frequency

 An Evolutionary Theory of 
 Economic Change (1982)

 Guide to surviving in corporate America

 Truces are only durable when they create 
 real justice - real peace

 Paradoxical balance

 Balancing authority and 
 making clear who's in charge

 Mutual respect

 London's King Cross Station

 The Underground

 Tightly prescribed chain of command  Prohibition of contacting another 
 department without direct authorization

 Four Barons
 Civil, signal, electrical, mechanical

 Habits created truce - no overstep bounds

 Burning tissue

 No investigation nor reporting

 Safety inspector did not call Fire Brigade

 Unwritten rule that fire department should 
 not be contacted unless absolute necessary

 "Small fire at King's Cross"  after 20 mins

 Subtopic 3

 Clear instructions be given that on any 
 suspicion of fire, could save lives  Message not reached - separate division

 Painting - might pose fire hazard

 Painted over twenty times instead of 
 removing the old layers

 Interference from other department, 
 recommendation was withdrew quickly

 WHY DID NOT ANYONE TOOK CHARGE?

 Informal rules, on its 
 own makes certain sense

 Ticketing staff  Selling tickets instead of doing anything else
 Minded their own business

 Beyond their scope of responsibility if 
 something happens outside the kiosk

 Station employees  Not trained to use the sprinkler system  Equipment overseen by different division

 Safety inspector  Did not receive message 
 of fire risks warning  Information was not share across divisions

 Fire brigade  Insisted on using its own 
 street-level hydrants

 They have been ordered not to use 
 equipment installed by other agencies

 Wasted precious minutes trying to 
 hook their hoses to unfamiliar pipes

 "Best to stick with what they know"

 Sometimes, one priority needs to 
 overshadow everything else

 Leader seize advantages and possibilities to 
 create new organisational habits by crisis

 Habits are malleable during turmoil

 Enough to assign responsibility and create 
 a more equitable balance of power

 Rhodes

 Computerized system

 Allow anonymous report of problems

 Installed video cameras in operating rooms

 Once sense of crisis gripped, everyone 
 became more open to change

 Change of culture  Willing to talk about their errors

 Good leaders seize crises to remake organisational habits

 Never allow a serious crisis go to waste  Opportunity to do things 
 that you could not do before

 HOW TARGET KNOWS WHAT YOU WANT 
 BEFORE YOU DO - WHEN COMPANIES 
 PREDICT AND MANIPULATE HABITS

 Consumers data

 Data was the magic window for peering into 
 customers' preference in a statistician eye

 Closely tracking people's buying habits  Prediction on what's going on in life

 Habits influence almost 
 every shopping decision

 If you managed to understand a particular shopper's 
 habits, you can get them to buy almost anything

 Consumers act like creatures of habits

 Automatically repeating past behaviour 
 with little regard to current goals

 Habits guide purchases  Unique to individuals

 Guest ID
 Name, address, store purchases  Guest portrait

 The more you know, the better at guessing their buying patterns

 Why do people suddenly 
 change their shopping routine?

 Buying habits change when 
 people undergo a major life event

 Vulnerability to marketing interventions
 New parents, someone leaving household

 Marriage, divorce, job change

 Looking at purchase history
 Prediction of pregnancy trimester

 Potential pregnancy prediction score

 Take advantage of someone's habits without letting 
 them know you're studying every details of their lives

 New song - Hey Ya!

 It sounded like nothing else on radio

 People want to hear their favourite songs  Songs that sounded like 
 their favourite songs

 Song stickiness

 Your brain secretly wants that song that sounded familiar to 
 everything else you have heard and liked - it just sounds right

 Familiarity is a product of neurology

 Listening to music activates 
 numerous areas of brain

 Auditory cortex, thalamus, 
 superior pariental cortex

 Associated with pattern recognition

 Helps brain to decide which input to pay 
 attention to and which to be ignored

 Process music by seeking out patterns

 Songs that sound 'familiar' tend to be sticky

 Cue: Sounds like what you like

 Routine: Fun to hum along

 Reward: Start to sing along

 Making unfamiliar seem familiar

 Food supply in World War II

 Committee on Food Habits

 To change people's diets, the exotic must be familiar

 Convince Americans to eat organ meats

 Camouflage it in everyday garb

 Song sandwich method

 People are unwilling to admit habits 
 that they have not yet adopted

 Tune-out rate drop with this method

 People started to expect, crave - habits emerged

 Pregnancy products
 Make advertisements seem anonymous

 Familiar, comfortable, camouflage

 Dress a new something in old habits  Public shows better acceptance

 YMCA

 Retention - driven by emotional factors
 People like human connections

 People visit places that satisfy their social needs

 Getting people to exercise in groups make it more likely they will stick with a workout

 THE HABITS OF SOCIETIES

 SADDLEBACK CHURCH AND THE MONTGOMERY 
 BUS BOYCOTT - HOW MOVEMENTS HAPPEN

 Montgomery Bus Boycott Rosa Park

 Social habits are why some initiatives 
 become world-changing movements

 Start - social habits of friendship and 
 strong ties between close acquintaces

 Grow - habits of a community, 
 weak ties come together

 Endure - new habits to create fresh sense 
 of identity and a feeling of ownership

 Only when three parts are fulfilled, a new 
 movement become self-propelling

 Deeply enmeshed in the community

 Powerful strong ties

 Large diverse network of friends Natural inclination to help 
 someone we respect kicked in 

 Sense of obligation arise Social peer pressure - power of weak ties

 Power of Weak Ties

 Learn new job opportunities more 
 often than your strong ties

 Individuals with few weak ties will be deprived of 
 information from distant parts of the social system Insulate them from latest ideas and fashions

 Peer pressure

 Social habits that encourage people to 
 conform to group expectations

 Gain through communal expectations

 Martin Luther King Jr

 Activate the third part of the movement

 Message of nonviolence

 Saddleback Church

 Donald McGavran

 "The steady goal must be the Christianization of the 
 entire fabric which is people, or large enough parts of 
 it that the social life of individual is not destroyed."

 Rational logic of a topic that was usually 
 couched in the language of miracles Marketing

 Rick Warren

 Ministers need to convert groups 
 of people, rather than individuals

 Social habits would encourage 
 religious participation

 Habitualising faith

 Get people to take responsibility 
 for their spiritual maturity Teach them habits to faith

 People become self-feeders "Not because you led them, it's 
 because of who they are"

 Saddleback Valley

 Problems of not attending church

 Boring

 Music was bad

 Sermons not applicable to lives

 Child care

 Dressing up

 Address those complaints

 Sermons focused on practical topics

 How to Handle Discouragement

 How to Feel Good About Yourself

 How to Raise Healthy Families

 How to Survive Under Stress

 "You focus on building people, and I 
 will build the church." - the Lord

 Arrange home classes among groups

 Small groups of close friends 
 focusing on the same goals

 Reverse replication of Montgomery Bus Boycott

 Sense of community

 Weak ties

 Push to smaller strong ties

 Faith becomes an aspect of their 
 social experience and daily lives

 Creating small group is not enough

 Teach people to live with Christian habits

 Act as Christians without requiring 
 constant guidance and monitoring

 All of us are simply a bundle of habits

 Replace bad habits with 
 Christ's likeness habits

 Habits become self-identity

 Self-perpetuating

 New lens - embrace not war

 He who lives by the sword 
 shall perish by the sword

 We must meet hate with love

 A movement is a saga

 Everyone's identity has to 
 change for it to work

 You start to see yourself as 
 part of a vast social enterprise After a while, you really believe you are

 New behaviours converted participants 
 from followers into self-directing leaders

 Movements do not emerge because everyone 
 suddenly decides to face the same direction at once

 Rely on social patterns that begin 
 as the habits of friendship

 Grow through habits of communities

 Sustained by new habits that change 
 participants' sense of self

 THE NEUROLOGY OF FREE WILL - ARE 
 WE RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR HABITS?

 Gambling habits

 Cue - Problems with daily life

 Routine - Casino

 Reward - Numbness and excitement

 Sleeping murder case

 Sleepwalking

 Part of brain that monitors your 
 behaviour is asleep

 Parts capable of very complex 
 activities are awake

 Nothing guiding the brain - basic 
 patterns and most basic habits Incapable of making a choice

 Brain stem "switch"

 Paralyse our limbs and nervous system

 Allowing our brains to experience creams 
 without our bodies moving

 People can often make transition in and out 
 multiple times each night without problems

 Switching errors Incomplete paralysis Sleepwalking root cause for most

 Sleep terrors

 Brain is markedly different

 Only 'central pattern generators' are on

 Automatic behaviours so ingrained in 
 our neurology - occur almost no input 
 from the higher regions of the brain

 Fight or flight habit, no chance of 
 overriding it through logic or reason

 In the grip of terrible anxieties

 Automatism defense

 Criminals did not choose to commit crimes

 No conscious participation - 
 should not bear the blame

 Capacity of decision making was incapacitated

 Gambling

 Customer-tracking systems
 Predicted lifetime values of players

 Encourage visitors to discuss their lives Predict how much they had to gamble with

 Habits & Addictions

 Near misses study
 Mental high from near misses

 Near misses triggered apprehension

 Gambling problems

 Different habits

 Neurological differences impact how 
 pathological gamblers process information

 Slot machines have been reprogrammed to 
 deliver a more constant supply of near wins

 Habits can be sensitive 
 to outside stimulation

 No control over obsessions when drug 
 impacts the neurochemistry

 Aristotle "Some thinkers hold that it is by nature that people become good, 
 others that it is by habit, others that it is by instruction."

 Habits are not destiny

 To modify a habit, you must decide to change it

 Take control and be self-conscious

 Once you recognised a bad habit, you 
 have the responsibilities to change it The only option left is get to work

 William James

 Spend time believing he had control 
 over himself and his own destiny

 First act of free will shall be to believe in free will

 The will to believe is the most important 
 ingredient in creating belief in change

 Your habits are what you choose them to be

 Fish & water

 Water is habits, unthinkingly choices and 
 invisible decisions that surround us every day

 By looking at them, they 
 become visible again

 "Water hollows out for itself a channel, 
 which grows broader and deeper"

 "After ceased to flow, it resumes, when it 
 flows again, the path traced by itself before."

 You know how to redirect the path You have the power to swim

 Framework

 Identify the routine

 Identify the routine

 Experiment with rewards

 Isolate the cue

 Have a plan

 Cue-Routine-Reward habit loop

 Diagnose habit loop, supplant 
 old vices with new routines

 Experiment with rewards

 Routine is the most obvious aspect The behaviour you want to change

 Figure out the cravings

 No pressure for making real change

 Look for patterns
 Jot down 3 things that come in mind

 Emotions, thoughts, reflections

 Force awareness of habitual urges
 Force moment of attention

 Easier to remember - scribble trigger a 
 wave of recollection for precise instant

 Isolate what you are actually craving Essential for habit redesign

 Isolate the cue

 Location

 Emotional state

 Time

 Other people

 Immediately preceding action

 Have a plan

 Planning for the cue and choosing a behaviour 
 that delivers the reward you are craving

 Habit is a choice we deliberately make at 
 some point, then stop thinking about it

 Habit is a formula our brain follow automatically

 Changing some habits can be more difficult

 This framework is a good start

 Understand how habit operates

 Diagnose the cue-routine reward

 Gain power over it

 PROLOGUE  The Habit Cure

 Keystone Habit  Possible to teach oneself to reprogram 
 routines in life

 Our life with a definite form is but a mass of habits

 Military - biggest habit-formation 
 experiments in history

 Every command that's issued draw on 
 behaviours practised to point of automation

 THE HABITS OF INDIVIDUALS

 THE HABIT LOOP (HOW HABITS WORK)

 MIT - Brain & Cognitive Sciences

 basal ganglia

 Picture human brain as an onion, composed 
 of layer upon layer of cells

 Outside layers are the most recent 
 additions from an evolutionary perspective

 Deeper inside the brain are more primitive 
 structures - control automatic behaviours

 Centre of the skull is a golf ball 
 sized lump of tissue - basal ganglia

 Rat-maze experiment

 Change in brain activity after 
 internalization of the process

 Habits allow our minds to ramp 
 down - 'energy-saving' effort

 Cue-Routine-Reward

 Brain stops participating in decision 
 making and divert focus to other tasks

 Habits never really disappear, but 
 encoded into the structures of our brains

 Take control of habits, create new neurological 
 routines to overpower those behaviours

 Decisions are habitual and effortless as long as basal 
 ganglia stays intact, and cues remain constant

 Case Study - Eugene Pauly

 Viral infection on brain, destroyed medial temporal lobe - 
 cognitive tasks of recollection and emotions regulation

 30 years ago, similar case - HM

 Seizures and black out after getting 
 hit by a bicycle - head landed hard

 Doctor proposed to suck out hippocampus 
 and some surrounding tissue from interior

 HM couldn't retain info more than 20 seconds

 His brain was frozen in time, refresh every 
 few seconds - everything looks new to him

 Distinction between EP & HM

 Capable of carrying on conversations and 
 perform tasks that wouldn't alert casual observer

 EP intellect was still sharp for a man who 
 cannot recall the past three decades

 Habits formed in his youth are still intact

 Cannot remember how he leave his room, 
 but has no problem going to toilet and back

 Cue-Routine-Reward Loop for 
 severe brain damage person

 New habits formation experiment

 16 different objects, glued to cardboards, 8 pairings, each 
 pairing has one sticker placed on the bottom that read "correct"

 EP is able to be right 95% of the time after 36 days - habits 
 have been formed to select the correct card from the pairings

 Put all 16 items in front, put all the "correct" cards in one pile - 
 EP reach and start turning the cards over (PROVED)

 Habits, as memory and reason, 
 are at the root of how we behave

 Might not remember experiences that create our habits, 
 but lodged within our brains and influenced how we act

 Powerful but delicate
 Emerge outside out consciousness

 Deliberately design

 Fast Food Chain

 McDonalds

 Standardise stores' architecture, and what 
 employee says to their customers

 Consistent cue to trigger eating routines

 Deliver instant pleasure with the hit of salt 
 and grease as fast as possible

 When restaurant closed down

 Families start having dinner at home

 Small shifts can end the pattern

 Learn to observe cue and rewards, change routines

 Late life of Eugene Pauly

 Negative impacts from his bad habits
 Watching television for hours

 Keep having multiple times of breakfast - 
 bacon & eggs

 Short-circuit some out his worst 
 patterns by inserting new cues

 Don't keep any bacons in the fridge - no 
 unhealthy breakfast

 Put a salad next time his couch while 
 watching television - build a habit

 Heart attack - sent to hospital, keep pulling off monitors 
 attached to his chest, so he could roll over and sleep

 Threats do not work

 Complimenting him for doing a great job

 Get his pride involved, he started to do 
 whatever they asked him to do

 It has been 15 years since he had lost his memory - part of his brain 
 knew that something he would not understand and was okay with that

 "He told me once, pretty soon after we got married, that he wanted to do something important 
 with his life, something that mattered. And he did. He just never remembered any of it."

 Habit Loop

 Cue  Visual trigger, location, time , emotions, thoughts, particular people

 Routine  Can be complex or simple

 Reward  Physical sensations to emotional payoffs

 THE CRAVING BRAIN (HOW TO CREATE NEW HABITS)

 Claude C. Hopkins (Early 1900s)

 Advertising - booming industry

 Quaker Outs, Goodyear Tires, Palmolive, 
 Schlitz beer, Van Camp's pork & beans

 My Life in Advertising (his best selling autobiograpphy)

 Series of rules to create new 
 habits among consumers

 Fundamentals to creating any new routine

 Conventional wisdom among marketers, educational 
 reformers, public health professionals, politicians, CEOs.

 Creates a craving

 Craving powers the habit loop

 Makes cues and rewards work

 Find simple trigger to convince customer to 
 use the products every day

 Pepsodent

 Americans' teeth health was in steep decline  Wealthier nation, larger amounts of sugary, 
 processed foods - national security risk

 Removing of 'the cloudy film'
 Help to create a toothbrushing habit

 Universal and impossible to ignore

 Cue
 Find a simple and obvious cue

 Dirty and dingy film

 Routine  Brush your teeth with Pepsodent toothpaste

 Reward
 Clearly define the rewards

 Enticing beautiful smile

 Tooth film is not only discovered by Hopkins, 
 but also other advertising companies

 Distinctive point from other brands - craving

 Contains citric acid, mint oil and other 
 chemicals - make toothpaste taste fresh

 Create cool, tingling sensation on the 
 tongue and gums that promote usage

 Febreeze

 Procter & Gamble (I)

 Data collection - most complex statistical 
 methods to craft marketing campaigns

 Hydroxypropyl beta cyclodextrin (HPBCD)  Formula for colourless, odourless liquid 
 that could wipe out almost all foul odour

 Test market - introduce to a park ranger  Product changed her life and love life - 
 house do not smell like skunk anymore

 Product eventually failed 
 during initial launch stage

 People could not detect most 
 of the bad smells in their lives

 The product's cue that was supposed to 
 trigger daily use - was hidden from the 
 people who needed it the most.

 How do you build a new habit when there's no cue to trigger usage, and when 
 the consumers who most need it don't appreciate the reward?

 Monkey & juice experiment

 Sit in front of the screen, touch the level 
 when a shape appear - blackberry juice falls

 Cue - Shape on screen

 Routine - Pull the lever

 Reward - Blackberry juice

 Initial trials - "I got a reward" neurological 
 activity appears when the juice appears

 Later trials - "I got a reward" neurological 
 activity appears when the shape appears

 Anticipation of the rewards immediately 
 when cue is prompted - pleasure response

 Adjusted trials - juice did not arrive, slightly 
 delay, or watered down to only half sweet

 New pattern emerge - cravings

 If not satisfied - anger or depression

 Habits are so powerful that they create 
 neurological cravings

 Emerging so gradually or subtle that we are 
 not always aware of their existence

 Habit loop is spinning because a sense of 
 cravings has emerged

 When you see the cue, you crave already for 
 the reward, that's why you perform the routine

 Addiction-like reactions: wanting evolves 
 into obsessive cravings - brain go autopilot

 To overpower the habit, we must recognise 
 which craving is driving the behaviour.

 Exercise habits experiment

 People habitually exercised because it made them 'feel good' - crave 
 the endorphins and other neurochemicals that a workout provided.

 A sense of accomplishment
 Sense of triumph from tracking their performances

 Self-reward to make a physical activity into a habit

 Choose a simple cue to start an exercise  Cue and reward alone does not sustain a 
 habit, but with expectations & cravings

 Procter & Gamble (II)

 Customer - spraying Febreeze after cleaning up

 People is doing something relaxing or 
 happy when they finish cleaning

 What if Febreeze was something that 
 happened at the end of the cleaning 
 routine, rather than the beginning?

 Fun part of making something cleaner?

 Previous advertising - elimination of bad smells

 New advertising - Cleans life's smells, nice smell after cleaning routine

 Cue - Cleaning

 Routine - Febreeze

 Reward - Nice smell

 Building new habits - if people do not smell something 
 nice at the end, it doesn't seems clean now

 No one crave scentlessness

 People crave a nice smell after hard work

 Consumers need some kind of signal to 
 show that a product is working

 Anyone can use this basic formula to create habits of his/her own

 Focus on the craving for that reward when temptation arouse - 
 cultivate the craving into mild obsession - drive the habit loop

 Shampoos & cleaning agents do not have to foam, but we add 
 foaming chemicals to make the user expect things are working

 Craving drives habits  Figuring out how to spark a craving 
 makes creating a new habit easier

 THE GOLDEN RULE OF HABIT CHANGE 
 WHY TRANSFORMATION OCCURS

 Tony Dungy

 Champions don't do extraordinary things

 Do ordinary things, but they do the without 
 thinking, too fast for others to react

 They follow the habits they have learned

 Not going to create new habits

 People have spent lives building the habits

 No one is abandoning those habits easily

 Tackle on the middle step - routine

 Easier to convince someone to adopt a new behaviour if 
 there was something familiar at the beginning and the end

 You can never truly extinguish bad habits

 Keep the old cue, deliver the old reward, but insert a new routine

 Almost any behaviour can be transformed

 Attempts to give up snacking often fails unless new 
 routine emerges to satisfy old cues and reward urges

 You can't extinguish a bad habit. 
 You can only change it

 Use the same cue, provide same reward, 
 change the routine.

 The football team  Practices that drill players to 
 perform their routine automatically

 Enormous pressure to improvise during a 
 play, cut down decision-making process

 Believe in the system

 Wilson - Alcoholic case

 Marriage fell apart, fortune vaporised from 
 stock markets - consuming booze daily

 Invite an old drinking buddy for a drink - 
 buddy has been sober for months

 Wilson been to detox and had taken pills, 
 but none of it worked - so how did his friend

 "I got a religion" - realize you are licked, admit 
 it, get willing to turn your live over to God

 Devoted himself to founding, building and 
 spreading Alcoholics Anonymous

 Largest, most well-known and successful 
 habit-changing organisation in the world

 AA does not attack directly on the 
 psychiatric or biochemical issues

 Provides a method for attacking the habits 
 that surround alcohol use

 Famous 12 steps - chosen for there were 
 twelve apostles

 AA focus on spiritually, often criticised for 
 the lack of rigour by academics 

 AA works because program forces people to identify 
 the cues and rewards that encourage their alcoholic 
 habits, then find new behaviours

 Ask alcoholics to search for the reward they 
 get from alcohol - often not intoxication

 escape from reality

 relaxation

 companionship

 emotional release

 "People also use alcohol to forget something or to satisfy 
 other cravings - relief cravings occur in totally different 
 parts of the brains than the craving for physical pleasure"

 AA forces new routine by keeping the same 
 triggers & payoffs

 Instead of drinking, relax and talk through 
 your anxieties at the meetings.

 Electrical device in basal ganglia

 Eradicate alcoholics' neurological cravings

 Not enough to stop their drinking habits

 Some brains are so addicted to alcohol that 
 only surgery can stop it

 But those people also need new ways for 
 dealing with life

 Mandy - Nail-biting case

 Cue - tension in fingers

 Routine - bite nails

 Reward - physical stimulation

 Habit reversal training

 Awareness training - insistence on forcing 
 patient to recognise their cues

 Describe why she bit her nails - WHY

 Index card - mark a check mark each time 
 when she sense a cue

 When she feel the cue, do some other 
 routine purposefully

 Put her hands in her pockets

 Grip a pencil

 Rapping her knuckles

 Once you recognised the cues and the 
 rewards, you are halfway to changing it

 Brain can be reprogrammed

 You just have to be delibrate

 Habit reversal training is now widely used

 Verbal and physical tics

 Depression, gambling, anxiety, bedwetting

 Procrastination, obsessive-compulsive disorder

 Often, we don't understand the cravings driving 
 our behaviours until we look for them

 Some habits, however, require one more 
 ingredient - BELIEF

 Players trusted the system most of the time, but when 
 everything was on the line, the belief broke down.

 The secret to win over drinking habits, 
 from the alcoholics, was GOD.

 Alcoholics who believed in some higher power that 
 had entered their lives were more likely to make it 
 through stressful periods with their sobriety intact

 Once people learned how to believe in 
 something, that skill started spilling over

 You have to believe that things will get better

 Player started to believe in each other 
 after a major event has occured.

 For habits to permanently change, people 
 must believe that change is feasible

 Belief is easier when it occurs within a community

 Habits cannot be eradicated, but replaced

 Keep the same cue and reward, insert a 
 new routine

 People must believe change is possible  Emerges with the help of a group

 Find an alternative routine, odds of success go up 
 drastically when you commit to changing as part of a group  Grows out of a communal experience


